
 

Areas for Development 

Finance management and planning 

Timescales for reporting to Governors and how / where to receive guidance and new policies before 

shared by Clerk or Chair. 

To be able to recruit governor vacancies and organise training for new governors once the COVID19 

restrictions are lifted to add to skill set. 

To engage more with parents. 

Training  recorded 

NPQSL, SEN training, receptive language training, TEAMs/ remote learning training 

Having recently taken a new job role I have spent the last 5 months training to do this.  My job role is 

quite niche, however I feel there are transferrable skills to bring to the governing board.   

I have many meetings with different agencies and professionals, communicating is a key part of my 

job role.  I have also had recent training on communicating with the public within my job role when I 

meet with them at court.  This at times requires a great deal of sensitivity, compassion and respect.  

My job role requires a huge amount of organisation and time management.   

Online tutor training update for NPQH tutoring. 

Convener and Committee member of Staffordshire  JAC, meetings with Officers, Commissioners and 

Cabinet Members of the CC. 

Oct 2020: Setting performance objectives for executive leaders (NGA) 

Safeguarding 

English 

Student teacher induction 

In school training – receiving and delivering 

 

Covid restrictions have more or less prevented this. Zoom skills definitely improved to access all 

governors meetings. Online training within the Collective Worship support group. 

"Questions to consider: From the Skills scores outcomes. 

Do these responses match expectations?   

Are there any implications for our role description or code of conduct?  

Do any of the responses have implications for our recruitment strategy? 

Do any of the responses raise questions about our induction strategy? 

Are the lower scoring competencies issues that could be dealt with by training?   

Could we improve any of the lower scoring competencies by mentoring and coaching? 

Do we need to review our committee membership based on these responses? 

Are there any implications for succession planning?"     



Governor training courses – None. 

External qualifications/learning at level two:  

a. Understanding mental health first aid and advocacy in the workplace. 

b. Principles of team leading. 

c. Understanding behaviour that challenges. 

Awareness of mental health problems 

Attended all Chairs Briefings 

Completed NGA webinars 

On line courses to update skills in Finance, SEND, Performance Management 

Completed DfE training via Entrust on Financial resources , procurement, Benchmarking & Financila 

planning 

 

Contribution 

Offering a parental insight, commenting on the impact of strategic decisions on pupils and their 

families.  

I feel the past year has been a difficult year to come into being a school governor due to the 

limitations of the pandemic.   

I am aware that I need to access training programmes on this in order to build knowledge and skills 

and need to find the time to do this.  With increasing work commitments and commitments with the 

children this has proved difficult during the pandemic leaving little free time.  I want and am 

committed to doing this, I just need some assistance in doing so and to make time to do this.   

I feel it is restricted at present due to not being able to meet face to face.   

Being available to the HT at a time of crisis. 

Attending virtual meeting s and taking part in the discussions.  Able to share info gained in other 

roles that is not confidential and which could be supportive or useful. 

Assisted with the development of RE/CW and the response to the last SIAMS inspection 

Been part of the Standards committee 

Took on new responsibilities: agreed to be vice chair for a year; agreed to join H/T performance 

management committee 

Senior Leader in school  

Policy writing and review 

Teaching & Learning 

Data / PP report writing ad presentations 

Whole school operation and strategic management 

Participation in all full governors meetings and committee meetings ,contributing and supporting in 

the best way I can. Obviously an unprecedented year with very little time actually in school with 

Covid restrictions. Part of the team supporting the Collective Worship delivery in school. 



Prepare adequately for meetings. 

Attend and contribute at full gov meetings 

Attend and contribute at strategic meetings. 

Took responsibility for Prevent aspect of governance. 

Being available to liaise and assist with implementation of new rules due to covid 19. 

Set up rules for meetings via ZOOM 

Made regular contact with governors to keep them informed. 

Tried to ensure all important decisions have been made to ensure compliance. 

 

Creating a development plan  

 A development plan is a simple document that details any actions that may be necessary to build  

knowledge, skills and behaviour in priority areas. 

 Priority areas are those that will have the most impact and are relevant to the board at this time. 

 The skills matrix indicates whether each area is essential or desirable. If the board scores below  

three in an essential area, this should be a priority for improvement. 

 Decide on the actions required to address the areas for development, considering: 

- recruitment 

- training 

- appointing associate members or advisors 

- mentoring and coaching (formal and informal) 

- NGA’s learning link gives access to over 50 interactive online training modules to help  

develop governance skills and knowledge 

 

       

           

 


